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Actress inspires Appleton community to embrace diversity
Brianna Stapleton
Staff Writer

Photo by James McDaniel
Nancy Giles delivering speech at the MLK day

Actress, comedian, and media
personality Nancy Giles had the audience laughing and holding hands
during her keynote address at the
Martin Luther King Jr. Day service
on Monday evening. A diverse crosssection of the Appleton community
was represented at the event, held in
the Memorial Chapel.

Lawrence students and faculty
sat among families from Appleton,
as well as some city officials, while
Lawrence junior Sirgourney Tanner
led everyone in a rendition of “Lift
Every Voice and Sing.” The ceremony included award presentations to
Nancy Heykes, who worked extensively to start the Appleton Multicultural
Center, and to Dr. Thomas G. Scullen,
the former superintendent of the
Appleton School District.
Young voices from the Appleton
community were well-represented
during the evening. The Appleton
North High School Choir sang two
inspiring pieces, while young writers from local schools read their
award-winning essay. Each young
author reflected on Martin Luther
King Jr.’s dream, and out of more
than 300 entries four young women
were selected as winners.
Student Annaliese Wilmsen’s
essay was especially moving.
The fifth grader from Jefferson
Elementary School reminded all of
us that it is important to do what
we can to be peaceful and loving to
those around us.
“It is hard to be loving when
I come home from a bad day at
school,” Wilmsen said, but then

noted how she thinks of King’s message and is reminded to treat others
as she wants to be treated.
The keynote address by Nancy
Giles captured the positive, forwardthinking tone of the evening. Giles,
who currently works as a radio talkshow host and CBS Sunday Morning
contributor, said that she chose to
address the issue of race with humor
because she felt it would be fitting to
the memory of King.
Among anecdotes from her time
as a creative writing major at Oberlin
College, Giles sprinkled words of
wisdom throughout her presentation. “Hear different stories from
different perspectives,” she told the
audience. “I think that’s how we can
really make change.”
Giles revealed interesting information about King’s life — for
example, she shared that King had
received not one but two C grades in
public speaking on his report cards.
She also read items from one of
King’s to-do lists for his non-violent
movement.
The final item on the list was,
“Pray that we come out alive.”
Giles urged the audience to exercise their right to vote this year. She
reminded the audience that King and

many of his contemporaries died
while fighting for the right to vote,
so we should cherish our freedom to
cast a ballot and vote out of respect
for their efforts.

Giles’ message was uplifting and especially appropriate for
the Wisconsin audience, with the
February 19 primary approaching
quickly.

Photo by James McDaniel
The Appleton North Choir sings at the MLK day service.

Dean Marti Hemwall leaves Lawrence after 22 years
Katy Hillbo
Staff Writer

Students may have noticed a
recent change in staff at Lawrence.
After 22 years of working at the
university, former Dean of Student
Academic Services Marti Hemwall
recently left the school to pursue
other opportunities.
During her career at Lawrence,
Hemwall was involved with several
different areas of the school and
implemented many important programs. Hemwall began her career
at Lawrence as the Associate Dean

of Students for Academic Advising.
She was later promoted to the position of Dean of Student Academic
Services in the office of Academic
Affairs, a position that allowed her
to broaden her scope of work.
“In this position, I was responsible for student academic affairs
more broadly, including academic
advising, the academic honor
code, the Center for Teaching and
Learning, Disability Services and the
student honors, award and prize
celebrations,” said Hemwall.
She also made several important

contributions to the school through
her work as an Associate Professor
of Anthropology and by starting the
Gender and Ethnic Studies programs.
Hemwall also established the disability services program and helped
create the CTL.
Hemwall had ties with Lawrence
prior to her work here. She received
a B.A. from Lawrence in 1974 with a
self-designed degree in cross-cultural child development. She graduated
cum laude and went on to pursue an
M.A. and Ph.D. in anthropology at
Brown University.

Hemwall did not comment on any
specific reasons for her departure. As
for her plans now, Hemwall is working at the Community Foundation
for the Fox Valley Region where she
“[oversees] grant-writing for basic
needs initiatives in the community.”
Hemwall feels that this career draws
from her previous experience and
offers her a way to address basic
needs within the community.
“This work is a natural extension
of my interest in anthropology and
urban studies, since I can apply my
academic skills and knowledge in a

practical and important way,” she
explained. “I now have a job which
allows me to focus on issues of
basic needs — a passion of my past
volunteer work — and really feel
I can make some difference in my
community. This makes up for the
fact that I will miss my colleagues
and the students at Lawrence, tremendously.”
Although she is no longer working at Lawrence, Hemwall still feels
a connection with the school. “In my
heart [and as an alum of Lawrence], I
will always be connected ….”

Photo by Mike Korcek
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Few Snow Showers
High 29
Low 16
Wind: W at 10 mph
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Weekend
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Brad and Amber in their Memphis Clothes from John Shimon and Julie Lindemann's show "Sentimental and Specific," now showing in Wriston.

Mostly Sunny
High 29
Low 26
Wind: W at 14 mph
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Deborah Nixon
Staff Writer

Björklunden seminars are no longer confined to the comfy lodge in
Door County, Wis. From April 12-23,
Professor Emeritus of Classics Dan
Taylor, along with his wife Donna,
are once again leading a 12-day
seminar in Italy. First offered last
September, the seminar focuses on
Florence and Rome. They will spend
five days in each city.
Professor Taylor is extremely
familiar with these two cities, having
lived in Florence for a total of three
years as a recipient of a National
Endowment for the Humanities
Research Fellowships. During these
yearlong stints, he worked in the
Medicean-Laurentian Library, the
Biblioteca Nazionale, and as director
of the Associated Colleges of the
Midwest (ACM) Florence Programs.
During these years, the Taylors
visited Rome frequently. They
also took two weeklong trips to
Rome when he held the Fulbright
Distinguished Chair in Linguistics at
the Universita di Trieste in 2002.
Taylor said that he chose these
two cities because “my wife and I

are most familiar with Florence and
Rome, which are in any case the
two most important cultural cities
in Italy.”
During the trip, the Taylors
will offer walking tours of both
cities and have arranged tours of
important sites, including Uffizi and
Accademia Museums in Florence
and the Orvieto, Colosseum, Sistine
Chapel, and Vatican Museums in
Rome.
Participants will also have full
day tours of Tuscany, Pompeii and
the Naples Museum. Participants
still have plenty of free time built
into their schedule to explore some
places of personal interest.
Taylor commented: “I think the
main thing is for the Björklundeners
to appreciate both the quantity and
quality of the artistic patrimony that
the Italians have at their disposal.
The quantity and quality of the art,
sculpture, and architecture, not to
mention the precious manuscripts in
the libraries, are almost beyond our
comprehension — beauty is everywhere.”
The first international seminar,
entitled “Opera in Amsterdam and
London,” took place in February 2006
with 25 participants. According to

Björklunden director Mark Breseman,
the idea of an international seminar
“originated in the summer of 2005
when a number of folks suggested
we set up a trip to Europe to see Dale
Duesing (Lawrence ‘67) [perform] in
an opera.”
Breseman then planned an eightday trip to Amsterdam and London,
offering a total of three opera performances, one with Duesing, and
sightseeing opportunities in both
cities. Breseman stated, “Due to the
success of that trip, we decided to
offer more.
Dan Taylor (Lawrence ‘63) had
always wanted to lead a trip to
Italy…that trip was so popular
we are offering it again in April.”
Björklunden hopes to continue their
international seminars, planning one
or two a year.
The next trip will be to Patagonia,
located in the southern region in
South America, in early 2009. Future
trips could also include Ireland,
Eastern Europe, Scandinavia, and
China.
However, the focus is still on
the upcoming trip to Italy. Breseman
added, “There is still room if anyone’s parents want to go!”

Speakers encourage a focus on climate
Jess Vogt
Staff Writer

“Green democracy.” “A roundtable dialogue.” “One day of focused
discussion.”
No matter how you describe it,
January 31 is Focus the Nation day.
It is one day of grassroots political
efforts to talk about solutions to
what is arguably one of the biggest
problems in today’s world: global
climate change.
Next Thursday, over 1000 institutions — including businesses, colleges and universities and even large
corporations — will all be focused on
thinking and talking about climate
change and what America as a nation
can do to help mitigate it. Students,
professionals and legislatures all
across the nation will be discussing
this issue by way of organized teachins, discussions with local congressmen and webcasts.
The national project called
Focus the Nation is the brainchild of
Hunter Lovins, well-known sustainability activist and co-founder of the
Rocky Mountain Institute. She and
the board of Focus the Nation are
taking the advice of top U.S climate
scientist Dr. James Hansen and pursuing a citizen’s course of action to
discuss solutions to climate change
and the damage it will cause to all
facets of our lives.
“We owe our young people at
least a day of focused discussion
about global warming solutions for
America,” the Focus the Nation web-

site declares. Grassroots political
action and discussion, they believe,
is the only way to spark change in
our sluggish legislature and politicians.
“What I appreciate most about
the event,” said associate professor
of geology and department chair of
environmental studies Jeff Clark, “is
that it is about solutions, rather than
rehashing the debate over the causes
of climate change.”
Indeed, Focus the Nation concentrates most on the idea of solutions.
The event acknowledges that global
warming is happening and will drastically impact all aspects of our lives
unless we move towards new solutions now.
On this day, Greeenfire members
will contribute in the form of many
short speeches all over campus, in
between classes. These speeches,
inspired by Mark Johnson’s 5-minute speeches, will provide a variety
of perspectives on the issue of global
warming.
“Since the speeches are by individuals and not by ‘Greenfire,’ they
will show other students how varied
our opinions are,” Johnson commented.
“These are relevant issues that I
think can invite discussion, even if
we are not environmental scientists,”
said sophomore Greenfire member
Rachel Russell. “I am hoping that the
speeches on January 31 will inspire
a campus-wide forum for discussion,
because I think there is a lot to talk
about — especially with important

elections coming up.”
“I like that it initiates a grassroots discussion which will engage
our political leaders and ordinary
citizens,” Clark added.
“I think that some of us are also
hoping that the Lawrence community will come to regard us as the
Greenfire militia — the impromptu
movers and shakers of Lawrence
University,” Russell said.
To kick off the day of discussion,
Focus the Nation will be producing a
webcast called “The 2% Solution” for
national viewing at 7 p.m. on January
30. The event will feature panel
discussions with Stanford University
climate scientist, Stephen Schneider,
sustainability expert Hunter Lovins,
green job pioneer Van Jones, as well
as youth activists and leaders, and
include interactive components such
as cell phone voting.
Lawrence will be screening the
live event on campus, and students,
faculty and staff are all encouraged
to attend. The title of the webcast
comes from the fact that in order
to mitigate climate change caused
by humans, we will have to globally
cut carbon emissions by two percent
each year for the next 40 years.
For more information and to
see what other schools and businesses have planned, go to www.
FocustheNation.org. If you’re interested in giving your own speech
for the event on January 31, please
contact Jess Vogt at vogtj@lawrence.
edu.

Focus the Nation: A perspective
Mark Johnson
for The Lawrentian

Perspective: Mark Johnson, creator of five-minute speeches (inspiration for Greenfire Focus the Nation at
Lawrence speeches).
I think that it’s hard to completely articulate what a given group
of people stand for. Greenfire, for
example, is a group working to
address environmental issues but
we each vary in what environmental
issues we think are important and
how we should go about addressing

them.
We usually agree to sponsor
events that at least one person in
the group disagrees with or thinks
is lame, but keeps quiet. I know
this happens because I’ve been that
person. I didn’t say anything at the
time mainly because I didn’t want
to ruffle any feathers. Now, looking
back, I wish I had. Not only would
I have had the chance of getting
what I wanted or of developing the
early stages of a spine, I also would
have helped make the group more
interesting.

This is why I think Greenfire’s
idea of hosting student speeches
for Focus the Nation is awesome.
Since the speeches are by individuals and not by “Greenfire” they will
show other students (and maybe
each other) how varied our opinions
are. The national program, Focus the
Nation, is meant to promote the discussion of global warming but there
won’t be much of a discussion if we
all just come together and say “Man,
global warming sucks.” The discussion will come from the details.
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Fall into German, Spring into France Registration Reflections
A year abroad in two countries
Vanessa Weller
for the Lawrentian

Study Abroad offices on college campuses across the country
publicize — one might even say
push — the merits of a semester
abroad. Lawrence is a particularly
avid promoter of the term abroad:
the London Centre, the Semester at
Sea and other affiliated programs
spring to mind. I personally have
had the chance (thanks to no little
prodding on my part) to experience
a full school year abroad.
Last semester I studied in Berlin.
The historic, lively, and (to paraphrase myself) crazy-ass city was an
experience in itself. A majority of
the population is young, with over
300,000 students at six universities.
Clubs are still hopping at three in
the morning. And as with many big
cities, it is full of history, vibrancy,
artists and tourists.
My main objective in Berlin was
naturally to improve my German.
Enthusiastically promoted by certain
members of the German department,
Berlin is a popular study abroad
destination for German majors at
Lawrence, and I also recommend it.

The difference between my ability
and confidence to speak German
now from when I arrived in Europe
in August is as clear as night and
day. I can express myself to native
speakers without receiving confused
looks or a jumbled response in
English. I can quote Nietzsche and
sometimes I even dream in German.
For me, this is incredibly thrilling.
Unfortunately, the size of Berlin
prohibits full German immersion.
What with all the tourists, shopkeepers and waiters have grown
accustomed to being bilingual, and
as English is for better or worse
the Lingua Franca, I have consigned
myself to hearing English around
every other street corner in Berlin.
As the new semester begins,
I have relocated further west to
France. Currently I have been a week
in Nantes, France, and the differences between the two cities are
remarkable. Nantes, for one, is much
smaller than Berlin: 200,000 inhabitants versus four million.
The city feels more quaint,
charming and almost like the French
equivalent of a college town. Located
roughly 200 miles from Paris, it
doesn’t get nearly the hype the City

of Lights does. In fact, if Lawrence
did not have a study abroad affiliate
here, I don’t know that I would ever
have heard of the place. Never the
less, I am here for several months, to
improve my French and experience
the nuances of a new culture.
I can tell already even the students who chose to study in Nantes
are of a different breed than those
I met in Berlin. I speak, of course,
of the other Americans. Many of
them are business majors or plan
to become teachers. The Americans
I met in Berlin had more varied
interests, none wanting to teach, few
actually knowing what they wanted
to do after graduation.
Sometimes I wonder if the language itself attracts different personalities? I wonder this often, being
a French and German double major
because I’ve noticed the difference
but could never quite put my finger
on what it was.
French has a reputation for
being romantic, with a beautiful consonance that rolls off the tongue;
German, more of an ancient, guttural language. The cultures to an
extent reflect these differences, and
time will tell whether I can tune in to
what exactly makes these Europeans
tick.

25¢ Personals
H.L.:

P. Karner:

Dying naked was the way to go.
R.I.P.

Hugs and bro-grabs. We miss you.
Love, The Lawrentian

Yours truly,
The Lawrence public

Christie McCowen
Associate Layout Editor

With the new registration period
upon us, it is a time to reflect on
how things work — or don’t work
— in the registration process here
at Lawrence.
We pick our classes during
spring term the year before we take
the classes. It makes sense, right?
What sense does it make to close
the registration period, only to open
it the first day of classes? Any class
that is listed as limited (even if it is
empty) is now available by approval
only — if you were hoping to get
things done quickly, think again. Oh,
by the way, did you remember to
have your advisor remove the hold
on your account?
I get frustrated sometimes with
the registrar and the amount of
holds the registrar puts on our
accounts. The more the registrar
intervenes, the more I want to avoid
the registrar

Unfortunately, the only way
to avoid dealing with the registrar
completely is to map out your entire
academic life at Lawrence University
for the entire four or five years that
you plan on being here.
If you are a seer, then you’ve
got no problems. But if you are like
the majority of college students
who change their majors or decide
to change their minds about the
classes they picked for next term
last year, you will have to deal with
the registrar.
A bit of advice: Have your advising holds taken off early in the term.
They’ll be put on again at the end
of the term, but at least this way
you won’t have to scramble to have
them taken off the last day of the
registration period. Also, remember
to check out programs and services
that are available to you on camps
— this includes your advisor, who
can also be a great resource!
Good luck with your planning.

Apply to
be an ad
manager
today!
Lawrentian@LU
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Since I know about 500 of the 1500 Chinese characters used in Japanese, most of my time is spent halfway out of the loop, looking at maps and trying to pretend like I know where I’m going. This strategy
can either lead to disaster or completely amazing, serendipitous finds. On a trip to the countryside with my sister, we happened upon some people making mochi, sticky dough made by pounding rice with
huge wooden mallets. They invited us over and we had a great time chatting with them, making mochi, and eating the delicious sweets they made from it. I’ve found it’s the things I didn’t plan for and would
never have expected that turn into the best experiences!
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The secret lives of Lawrence profs From the Editor’s Desk
Shimon and Lindemann: years of collaboration
Kayla Wilson
Associate News Editor

Associate Professors of Studio
Art John Shimon and Julie Lindemann
recently opened their exhibition
“Sentimental and Specific.” Both
grew up in rural Wisconsin and have
been collaborating since the 1980s,
when they met at UW-Madison and
collaborated on a much different
project.
At the time, John “Pukeface”
Shimon had a band and recruited
Lindemann to play drums. “I was
recruited due to my lack of drumming skills,” Lindemann said, adding
that people claimed she looked like a
“combination between Phyllis Diller
and Marilyn Monroe.”
The band, Hollywood Autopsy,
became part of the flourishing
Madison music scene. They opened
for bands like The Replacements,
and X actually opened for them. As
a group comprised of art and film
students, their performances often
featured odd found objects on the
stage.
The experience allowed them to
meet a lot of people and be directly
involved with them, which, according to Shimon, “demystified a lot of
artists.” However, Jello Biafra from
the Dead Kennedys still owes them
a lot of favors. Hollywood Autopsy

even made it to 42 on the Dutch
charts.
During this time, the duo continued to collaborate in their art.
Lindemann explained that she was
always taking pictures, having
worked in the darkroom at an early
age and setting up scenes with her
father. She didn’t think of it as serious art until the end of her undergraduate years, thinking it wasn’t the
most practical career path.
Shimon summed up his photography beginnings this way: “I
just liked the pictures.” Shimon and
Lindemann have “always tried to
make it harder.” Said Shimon: “It
started as a challenge, which became
an investigation into the history of
the medium.”
After graduating from Madison,
Shimon and Lindemann moved to
New York City’s Lower East Side,
where many of their friends were
immersed in the East Village scene.
After some of those friends died
from AIDS, it became really hard to
stay in Manhattan, so the two moved
back to Wisconsin, this time settling
in Milwaukee.
While working for the Milwaukee
Art Museum taking PR photos, they
were able to meet “every big artist
from the ‘80s.”
“These experiences [in New York
and Milwaukee], were a bigger education than going to college,” says

Shimon.
The couple did return to school
however, studying under Rhondal
McKinney, Shimon’s “favorite photographer in the whole world,” at
Illinois State University. While at
ISU, the two taught a continuing
education class in Milwaukee, where
a recent Lawrence grad suggested
that they teach at Lawrence.
Some years later, in 2000,
Lindemann and Shimon were invited
to show their work at Wriston and
were subsequently approached to
teach one photography class for
one term. “We responded to the
pull,” Shimon says and they were
appointed to the faculty the following year. Adds Lindemann, “We saw
the potential.”
Outside of photography and
teaching, the twosome’s primary
hobby is gardening. They live on
a 50-acre farm (formerly Shimon’s
grandfather’s) and have an extensive organic garden where they grow
their own fruits and vegetables.
They do not own a working television. “We can get South Park sometimes, but not for very long,” said
Lindemann. Without the distractions
of a television, Shimon is currently
reading Wholeness by Alex Gerber Jr.,
which he describes as “flaky and new
age.” Lindemann is reading 1000
Plateaus by Gilles Deleuze.

Meghan McCallum
Features Editor

One thing I love about Lawrence
is the small class size. For example,
this term I am in three classes
with eight, eight, and five students,
respectively. With classes this small,
we usually follow a discussion format — professors and students
alike propose topics, and each student is encouraged to share his
opinion.
I find this class format both
challenging and rewarding, and I
think that most of the time the class
period goes by very smoothly. By
sitting around a table and sharing
ideas, we really do get an intense,
informed look at the topic we are
studying. And, in these small upperlevel classes, one can usually be
sure that most of the students are
reading carefully and sharing their
true concerns and ideas.
I don’t want to turn this editorial
into a corny admiration of Lawrence
academics, but I do have to add
that I usually leave the classroom
with new ideas and opinions, and
I feel that I always gain something
by hearing what my peers have to
say. That being said, sometimes I
wonder what it’s like on the other
side of the discussion table; what
goes through the professor’s mind

Cold plasma: Cool stuff
Daniel Fulton
Corey Zehfus
Gennady Malyshev
Emily Peck
for The Lawrentian

Photo by Billy Owens
Associate Professors of Studio Art Shimon and Lindemann live on a 50-acre farm, where they grow their own fruits and vegetables.

Comments? Questions? Concerns?
Visit our website at
www.lawrentian.com.

during class?
Of course, most of the time
we can be sure that the professor
is thinking about the discussion
topic. I mean, that is what they’re
passionate about — helping others learn about a subject they too
find intriguing. But think about it:
you did all the reading for your
English class today. You came to
class prepared, with some ideas to
present, and you are also interested
in hearing what the other students
say. But, with the small amount of
sleep you got last night, and the
professor’s relaxing tone of voice,
you feel your eyes starting to close.
Before you know it, you have no
idea where the conversation has
gone, and you wonder if you had
actually fallen asleep for a minute
or two.
I am not suggesting that professors are anywhere near falling
asleep in class; I have never seen
such a thing. But who’s to say that
they don’t let their minds wander
a bit, too? We all have busy lives
and sometimes are just too distracted by other thoughts — I’m
sure professors are the same. So,
who knows? Maybe they, too, are
thinking about Heath Ledger or the
upcoming basketball game. Maybe
that’s just part of the professor’s
“je ne sais quoi.” We probably won’t
ever know what they are distracted

Solid, liquid, gas, plasma. Of the
four states of matter that exist in our
universe, plasma comprises, by far,
the largest portion. Here on earth,
plasma can be witnessed in the glow
of a fire, the excited mercury vapor
in a fluorescent light bulb, or in the
image from a plasma TV.
Scientists have known about and
worked with plasmas for decades,
but recently breakthroughs working
with cold plasmas opened the gates
to a world of technology straight out
of science fiction.
The potential use of plasmas
is in their generation of free electrons. These electrons can be used
to disinfect, or disable biological
contaminants, to etch metal, to construct electronic circuits, or make
cuts in skin.
Hot plasmas are already in use
for some of these purposes, used
to weld metal, etch computer chips
and break down byproduct chemicals from manufacturing processes. Cold plasmas are called “cold”
because they can be created in room
temperature environments at atmospheric pressure.
Since the plasma is a much lower
temperature, it naturally requires
less energy to produce and is much
for feasible for inclusion in more
commonplace technology. Even so,
cold plasma might not be so cold by
everyone’s standards, some exceeding 212°F in temperature, but compared to the hot plasma of particles
that composes our sun, 212° might
not be much to complain about.
At the forefront of cold plasma
research is Dr. Mounir Laroussi,
director of the Laser and Plasma
Engineering Institute at Old
Dominion University in Virginia.
Laroussi has developed a “plasma
pencil,” a handheld device which
produces a small two inch plume of
helium plasma at one end.

The effective heat dissipation of
the helium keeps the plasma cool
and stable, allowing its application
to sensitive surfaces such as skin.
Although the pencil won’t destroy
mammalian skin cells, it has been
shown to effectively kill E. coli and
salmonella, among other harmful
bacteria.
The plasma pencil could provide
a safe new medical technology for
easily disinfecting wounds, and in
the future could be developed to
remove plaque, or kill cancerous
skin cells.
Other advances in medical technology have been made as well.
In the Netherlands, Eva StoffelsAdamowicz of Eindhoven University
of Technology has developed a
similar device, a plasma needle
with a nitric oxide plasma plume,
much shorter and finer than that of
Laroussi’s pencil.
The human body makes nitric
oxide to fight infection and reduce
swelling, and so the plasma needle
can be used to hasten such processes and manipulate small amounts of
cells with very good precision.
Peak Surgical, in Palo Alto,
California, is researching a “bloodless scalpel” that can cut through
skin and flesh. Unlike a metal scalpel, the cold plasma device activates
platelets, causing the blood to clot
and reducing bleeding significantly.
The new tool is also an advantage over electrosurgical devices
that cauterize as they cut, because
it does not burn the surrounding
healthy tissue.
The realm of medicine is not
the only place where cold plasma
has been utilized in new technology. Plasmas can also provide radar
cover for airborne devices such as
satellites, acting like a rudimentary
cloaking force field.
A large sealed box filled with an
inexpensively produced cold plasma
could disarm biological agents such
as anthrax. Whether in medicine or
military technology, scientists have
barely touched the possibilities for
cold plasma technology.
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President’s Seminar focuses on election issues
Nicole Capozziello
Staff Writer

For the first time since assuming office as Lawrence’s president in
2004, President Jill Beck is teaching
a university course. The President’s
Seminar, a three-credit course conducted in Mursell House, is part
of her plan to achieve 100 percent
voter participation at Lawrence in
the upcoming Presidential election.
President Beck announced the
President’s Seminar course, which
will also be offered spring term,
during her fall convocation entitled
“Educating Citizens, Supporting
Students’ Political Engagement and
Getting out the Vote.”
“I think that every college president has a responsibility to do what
they can to get out the vote,” said
President Beck, who hopes to bring
campus “from apathy to engagement.” The class was also spurred
by student suggestions stating the
need for classes that look “outside
the Lawrence bubble.”
“I think the class shows a change
in the climate of topics discussed at
Lawrence,” said senior Nathan Litt.
As a government major, Litt was

refreshed by the relevance of Beck’s
course. This course, offered leading
up to the election, represents a trend
towards more relevant, “real
world” classes finding a place
in Lawrence’s curriculum.
Depending on how the
course goes, President Beck
may also be offering the course
this fall. President Beck, who
has been conducting tutorials throughout her years at
Lawrence, also hopes to personally teach more classes in
the future.
Litt also saw the course as
the ultimate opportunity within the system of individualized education that Lawrence
is known for. The class, which
is also taught by President
Beck’s husband, Dr. Rob Beck,
and Director of Research
Administration Bill Skinner,
is largely discussion-based.
Commenting on the class
dynamic, junior Kyle Griffin
said, “I don’t feel we’re treated
as students, as the class is
pretty experimental.”
The 12 members of the class,
including two recent Lawrence alum-

ni, initially expressed interest in the
course or were first recommended
by faculty members. Students’ moti-

a class with the president.
“I think the course could be more
diverse,” said senior Peter Bennett
of the class, which includes
ten men, eight of whom are
members of the Beta Theta Pi
Fraternity. President Beck concedes that while the class is
male-dominated, this is irrelevant. “Of course,” said Beck,”
you can never have enough
viewpoints.”
Prior to reconfiguring and
expanding President Beck’s
MyElectionDecision.org Web
site, each student will be surveying 60-80 Lawrence students in
the span of two weeks. Students
will be asked to rate 16 issues
in terms of importance to their
decision-making in the upcoming presidential election.
In their recent research, the
class identified which issues
were specifically important
to Lawrence students. “Smart,
young people need to make
room in their minds and their
Photo courtesy of Lawrence University
days for these issues,” said
vations for taking the class include President Beck.
interest in the upcoming election
The top five or six issues will be
and, of course, the novelty of taking added to the MyElectionDecison.org

Web site in a similar fashion as the
five issues already presented on the
website.
Currently, students view eight
presidential candidates’ statements
on five current issues, including
Iraq, energy, and health care. The
website strives to present students
with the most unbiased viewpoints
in their barest form.
President Beck recognizes that
while some personal characteristics are telling of someone’s future
strength as a leader, “current tactics
such as the ‘dress war’ are unsophisticated, strategic means of persuasion utilized by the media.”
President Beck wants students to
get to the root of their feelings specific candidates and consider what
personal characteristics are actually
relevant to someone’s future capability as a leader.
The hope is, at the very least, to
force people to think about these
issues, some of which they maybe
haven’t considered in the past. Litt
affirmed, “Being engaged at any level
is better than not being engaged at
all.”
Bennett simply stated, “It’s idiotic not to vote.”

Open Season: my primary predictions
Dave Broker
for the Lawrentian

It’s primary season! Of course,
for us Wisconsinites, we will likely
know who the nominees will be
before our February 19 primary.
Nonetheless, let’s take a look at
what’s happening.
For Democrats, it has come down
to Clinton and Obama. Despite his
best efforts to be a populist, Edwards
could not win in Iowa, which took
the bulk of his campaign’s resources,
and he has been on a steady decline.

Clinton was able to save her neck by
winning New Hampshire, and picked
up headlines by winning Nevada. The
good news for Obama is that unions
now feel comfortable endorsing him
and polls show that his popularity
among blacks (50 percent of South
Carolina’s Democrats) has skyrocketed since his Iowa victory.
Of course, Bill Clinton is going
door to door in South Carolina’s
black neighborhoods, which could
give his wife a tremendous boost
there. This might be a tight race to
the end, but I think California, rich

with delegates, is the key. Polls there
show Clinton has a solid lead, but
polls this year have been unreliable
and there’s time for Obama to use
his extensive outreach in the Golden
State. Watch the delegate scoreboard
as the race continues.
In case you’re one of the 12
Republicans at Lawrence, I’ll break
down your race too. First of all,
Romney’s position is looking better, but his resources are in serious question after he dumped his

See Primary on page 8
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To the Lawrence community:
On an official basis, we as
Hiett Hall RLAs know absolutely
nothing and I have been told that
there’s a good chance we won’t
know anything about the drug
controversy in our building. Which
is fine I suppose, since my problem with this drug incident lies
more with the administration than
anyone else.
Anyone who has ever met me
knows that I have a problem with
pot and drugs, so needless to
say I do not condone this sort of
activity. However, as a third-year
RLA, I consider myself to be fairly
“seasoned” and have seen and
dealt with a great deal of issues,
many of which deal with illegal
activity. Maybe I am naïve, maybe
it’s because I don’t know the full
extent of things, who knows, but if
you are going to suspend students
— or even force them to take a
leave of absence — because of illegal activity, then I feel that you had
best be consistent with the consequences you give the students.
The administration has been hypocritical in this respect because
what happens when there is a
pot problem in the hall? Perhaps
the RHD on duty is called, maybe
even security; the students have a
meeting with the hall director and
get a verbal slap on the wrist and
everything’s fine. Underage drinking is even more widespread and
even less of a deal. I understand
that perhaps the reason these
activities don’t have as severe of
consequences is because they are
more difficult to control, but even
so. I recently found out cocaine is

becoming a problem on campus.
Last time I checked, that was fairly
detrimental to one’s health, too
— why aren’t those people being
suspended, or being made to take
a leave of absence?
Maybe the situation really
was an extreme health risk, but
then why send e-mails to every
student and letters to every parent implying a meth lab if there
was no intention of clarification?
I admit I am partially ashamed
of the administration for either
not wording things appropriately,
thereby creating a sort of “mass
hysteria” (I cannot tell you how
many people asked me and called
me asking if they really did find a
meth lab in Hiett and how annoying that is), or sending a letter
that they do not wish to explain.
I know the reason specifics were
kept out of the letter was to abolish rumors, but guess what? The
infamous “Lawrence Rumor Mill”
started a-crankin’ as soon as people read those e-mails. Regardless
of whether it was poor wording or
just a poor choice to send the letter (maybe there’s a legal reason
to do it, I have no clue), it still
makes me feel ashamed for the
administration, and to even be
associated with the administration
through my RLA position.
I’m not trying to make light
of the situation or trying to shift
any blame, but the hypocrisies
and seeming carelessness of the
Lawrence higher-ups is just as
wrong as, say, a drug problem.

Dear Editor,
Mr. Flynn’s comments about
Sen. Obama’s stance on the Iraq
war were (intentionally?) misleading. Obama’s quote from 2004
was a specific reference to the
idea that “as the Iraqis stand
up, we will stand down,” NOT
about the war generally. In fact,
the Iraqis are ready to “stand
up,” but we must use our withdrawal as leverage to encourage
this. Furthermore, it would be
irresponsible to ‘end’ the war by
cutting off funding. The President
conducts the war (Article II, Sec.
2), Congress declares it (Article
III, Sec. 8). The time for checks
and balances was in 2002, when
Sens. Clinton and Edwards voted
for the war and then-Senatorial
candidate Obama opposed it. I see
nothing inconsistent with opposing the authorization of a war, but
then approving funding 3 years
into the conflict. Indeed, Obama’s
“change” has less to do with issues
than it does with governing style.
But isn’t this aspect of a candidate equally important? Clinton
appears to revel in the idea of
‘fighting’ Republicans. Haven’t 16
years of hyper-partisanship and
scorched earth politics only made
our problems worse? Nonetheless,
when it comes to policies, there

is a clear contrast between Sens.
Obama and Clinton. Obama’s
plans for universal healthcare,
solving the mortgage crisis, and
reducing carbon emissions rely
heavily on creating incentives for
private business to change its
behavior. Clinton, on the other
hand, appears to prefer using the
state to force change — e.g., those
who don’t buy health insurance
will pay a penalty; she proposed
‘freezing’ mortgage rates for five
years. I see a clear choice between
these two approaches. I won’t
even go into all the psycho family
drama that would typify a Clinton
presidency or the stomach-turning
character of a democracy that produces ‘dynasties.’ Nor will I tackle
the bunk argument that Clinton is
‘experienced’ (never held a security clearance, never sat in on
NSC meetings, never engaged in
negotiations abroad). Instead, I
just want to say that Mr. Flynn’s
article — which accuses his fellow
Lawrentians of naïveté; but offers
no alternative — and reeks of the
sort of politics we need to leave
behind us in this election.
Go Obama!

Dear Editor:
Frankly, I was a little disappointed with the article on the
year’s top music. I had no problem
with people’s picks, just the fact
that four separate lists were made
up of essentially the same indie
taste. I didn’t see a single hip-hop,
punk, or metal pick on these lists
even though there was plenty of
great music from these genres
this year. Jay-Z, Against Me! and
Queens Of The Stone Age all put

out highly acclaimed albums, and
none of this was recognized by
the lists in The Lawrentian. I think
it’s great that music is actively
discussed here, but I think that if
there is going to be serious list on
the best music of an entire year,
it needs to be a bit more eclectic.
What good does it do readers to
see the same lists four times?

Lindsay Semph
Lawrence 2008

Jesse Heath, ‘05
Washington, DC
heath.jesse@gmail.com

Ben Levine
Class of 2011

with

Zach Patrick-Riley

Deal or no deal
I have this easygoing physical
relationship with a “friend” and
it’s been going fairly well so far.
However, as I am graduating soon,
I don’t think I want to start a real
relationship with her. Should I go
with the flow or should I let her
know that we don’t have a future?
HELP ME!
-- The Busy Bee
Oh Mr. Bumble. This sounds like
one of those truly complicated relationships we so often hear about.

Friday, January 25, 2008

Advice on this subject is difficult
because each case is different. From
what I can tell from your situation, you are unsure about starting a relationship because you are
departing from this glorious school
soon. This is a reasonable thought.
However, I would have to tell you
that you — or anyone — shouldn’t
prevent romance from flourishing
at any time.
In this situation it is reasonably
difficult to let yourself get involved
and attached — you are going to a
new place soon. But keep in mind
that you are still here for a good
five months more. That’s a fairly
long time, and if you hypothetically last that long, then maybe you
should consider maintaining contact with that person. If you are
always thinking about and living for
the future, you are limiting yourself
from enjoying and getting the most
out of the present.
That is not to say that one
should think their actions have no
consequences. Keep in mind that if
you continue this “easygoing physical relationship” with your “friend,”
feelings may be hurt on both sides.

Obviously you are suffering
from commitment issues that are
hindering your true feelings for
your friend. The best advice I can
give you is to be completely honest with your friend and yourself
and see what happens. Continual
communication in this situation is
a necessity in order for people to
understand what is going on.
Bottom line, go with the flow
and enjoy your “friend’s” company.
Regardless of what some people
think, college relationships do not
have to be casual for soon-to-be
grads like you. Just be honest with
each other and make sure both parties don’t expect to be Mr. and Mrs.
Bumble. At the same time, don’t
be a hornet and think only with
your stinger — be fair to the other
person and yourself. Don’t let the
physical aspect be the only thing
the relationship is based on. That
usually ends poorly.
Be both the Hornet and the
Bumblebee, all in one, and enjoy
the presence of your sweet flower,
but be responsible and smart when
busily pollinating.

Revolutionary Guards as a terrorist
organization.
But the most irrational, and
most pertinent, stance taken by all
of the major candidates is their
initial support of the Iraq war. While
some have recanted and some have
been ambiguous, only Obama — and
yes, Dennis Kucinich and Ron Paul
— spoke out against the war from
the beginning.
Flynn, however, leaves out this
information to make it appear as
if there is little difference between
Obama’s and Bush’s stance on Iraq.
I do not think that enough credit
is given to Obama for his pre-war
clear-headedness. If one thing has
made me want to vote for Obama it
is these two prophetic lines uttered
five months before the Iraq invasion, at a time when Americans
feared Saddam’s “nuclear weapons”
and concentrated on defeating the
Baathists: “I know that even a successful war against Iraq will require
a U.S. occupation of undetermined
length, at undetermined cost, with
undetermined consequences. I know
that an invasion of Iraq without
clear rationale and without strong
international support will only fan
the flames of the Middle East, and
encourage the worst, rather than
best, impulses of the Arab world,
and strengthen the recruitment arm
of al-Qaeda.”
Quotes like this separate Barack
from the shoot-from-gut-regardless-of-the-facts style of Bush or
the crowd-pleasing style of Clinton,
who rubs shoulders with Rupert
Murdoch, leaks information as a
nice gesture to the Drudge Report
and will not take a position unless it
is opinion-poll-preapproved.
It is Obama’s leadership and
integrity, a human factor that Flynn
ignored, that has led many, like me,
to believe in his mantra of change.
An Obama presidency would be
much different from Bush’s or a
potential Clinton’s, mainly because
of his foreign policy. When Obama
talks about the Israeli-Palestinian
conflict he takes the mostly proIsraeli view predominant in America

and most of the West.
On the other hand, unlike others,
he spends a significant amount of
time speaking about the Palestinian
troubles. When discussing Iran,
Obama favors face-to-face diplomacy as a workable solution instead of
creating a culture of fear with tense
condemnations and catchphrases.
Flynn recalls Bush’s comments
from 2000 about the need for bipartisanship, pointing out that Obama
will probably follow suit in dividing the country. Flynn does not,
however, take Bush’s pre-2000 track
record into account — the graft that
got him into Yale, Harvard and out
of Vietnam, or Bush’s position at the
center of the divided political world
as the son of one of America’s most
powerful men for the majority of
his life.
It is no surprise that from the
beginning of his first term Bush had
little interest in keeping his promises: He surrounded himself with
loyalists, refused to deliver speeches
to the National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People,
cut taxes for the rich and repealed
almost every major environment
standard of the previous 30 years.
I cannot personally speak for
Obama’s personal integrity, but I
will say that much of his appeal is
his vigor, charisma and the fact that
he has not been engaged in partisan
attacks for over a decade, in the
way Clinton has. I do not expect
Obama to enact all the changes that
I want to see: universal healthcare,
legalized gay marriage, the end of
American imperialism, both hard
and soft, a shake-up of the corporate power structure, the end of
the military-industrial complex and
stricter environmental and energy
measures.
But I do think that his clear head
and charisma will be able to unite
Americans in a way that members
of the Bush and Clinton dynasties
cannot, while also starting America
in the right direction. This is, in
itself, a change worth getting excited
about.

A closer look at Obama
J.B. Sivanich
Columnist

I am writing this column out
of disappointment with Stephen
Flynn’s attack of Barack Obama as
a candidate of change in last week’s
edition of The Lawrentian.
Flynn wrote the counterpoint
to Ryan Day’s pro-Obama piece. He
began his argument by saying that
Obama’s voting record has shown
him to be a cookie-cutter, votedown-the-party-line Democrat. Flynn
supports this assertion with facts
about Obama’s voting record, facts
that prove his point to a degree.
But his statement that Obama
is a “cookie-cutter” Democrat is too
broad to hold much truth. Obama
and Clinton are both considered to
be very liberal members of Congress,
but in their overlapping years in the
Senate, Clinton and Obama voted on
opposite sides over 40 times.
Obama voted, along with fiscal
conservatives, to strip funding from
pet projects while Clinton voted
for this funding. Clinton voted for
the continuation of TV Martií, a
$10-million-dollar-a-year, government-funded station that broadcasts
propaganda to Cuba — a station the
Cuban government jams — while
Obama opposed it.
Flynn then spent a significant
amount of time arguing that Obama’s
status-quo stance on the war on
drugs shows Obama’s unwillingness
to change. Though I agree with Flynn
that much of this drug policy is in
some sense idiotic, it appears that
these attacks on Obama are little
more than standard-fare libertarian
talking points.
Though Flynn describes the war
on drugs as “highly destructive,” in
reality it has little impact on the lawabiding American citizen. The war
on drugs is a very sensitive issue,
and taking an unpopular stance
would cut Obama’s legitimacy in the
eyes of many; there are many more
important issues on which to focus.
In my opinion, there are politically motivated stances being taken
by all the presidential candidates
that are equally or even more irrational than Obama’s default war on
drugs support. Just a few examples:
Hillary Clinton and John Edwards
remained uninvolved in the Terri
Schiavo case, though it flew in the
face of the Constitution, and Hillary
Clinton voted to condemn Iran’s
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Hippo City

The demise of all that
we know and love
The campus center is growing rapidly. The land bridge is starting
to look like a real bridge. Along with all of this change, there are less
positive changes in the works as well. All of the dining venues and
office space will be centralized in one building, which is not centrally
located.
The idea of the campus center is to have an integrated location for
everything and anything, a sort of campus nucleus. It’s a logical idea;
it makes sense. Yet there are problems with this notion: Although the
center will have more than one eating venue, the fact of the venues’
situation under the same roof means that everyone will have to go to
one building to eat.
This is an unpleasant idea for a reason that might seem strange
to the administration. The Lucy’s and Downer crowds are pretty much
distinct groups. If you mostly eat at Lucy’s, it’s because you’re a devotee
of the cozy atmosphere, the bright windows and the quiet lunch hour.
If you eat at Downer, you do so because there are more food choices
and more places to sit; also, more people go there so it seems more
social, and it’s conveniently close to several big residence halls. Being
able to choose between these two options is actually vital for many
students, particularly when it comes to breakfast. It will be terribly
inconvenient for breakfast-eaters living on the west side of campus
once Lucy’s closes. There’s nothing nicer on a cold morning than being
able to run to Lucy’s for a warm muffin and coffee. Even if you’re running late for class, it doesn’t take more than a couple minutes.
Besides dining facilities, most offices will also be centralized in the
center, such as the ones residing in Raymond, Brokaw and the Student
Union. While this may be convenient, it lacks variety in the places we
students travel. As it is, southeast-side residents have little reason to
travel to the west side of campus unless a trip to a Brokaw office is
necessary or they want to eat at Lucy’s. Once the campus center is
completed, there will be no reason for southeast-side residents to even
bother with Brokeman.
Arguably, a little campus cohesion might not be a bad thing. Maybe
if we all had to go to the same place to do such things as eat, buy the
odd school necessity, and go to meetings, there would be more interaction, especially between Con and college, humanities and science.
However, Lawrentians do not currently lack for interaction. We do not
need to be forced together.
We realize that the positives of the campus center far outweigh
these minor downsides. Still, the bottom line is that the campus
dynamic will change drastically with the completion of the new campus
center.
Whether this is for better or worse is still to be determined, but it
will definitely be a rough transition. The special feeling of places such
as Lucy’s and the grill will be missed by those of us who remember it
and simply unknown to those who never felt it.

Letter to the Editor
In response to Steve Swedberg’s
editorial in last week's issue on
Roe v. Wade:
I believe you have grossly
over-simplified and misrepresented this issue, to the effect that
you have done a disservice to the
pro-life movement and insulted
the intelligence of everyone.
Whether or not Roe v. Wade
should be upheld, and what direction the moral compass of our
country should point is a perfectly
legitimate question to ask, and
your stance that abortion is ethically reprehensible is completely
valid. But that’s not enough if
you’re going to get on the proverbial soapbox on our school’s
editorial page. You can espouse
whatever moral convictions you
want (they are valid in and of
themselves) but please don’t back
them up with nonsense, and please
don’t speak to me like a child.
The idea that Roe v. Wade
being overturned would in any
way affect illegal immigration is
ludicrous. People don’t cross the
border illegally because of our
population size, they do it to find
jobs and live here. We would still
have 11 million illegal immigrants
in the country, and they would
still be cheaper labor than the

fetuses that weren’t aborted, and
employers would still take advantage of this fact.
It is also counter-intuitive that
on the same page that you throw
Stalin’s statistic line at us (as if we
were all still in middle school) in
an attempt to make us see abortions as more than numbers, on
that same page you invite us to
look at abortion in terms of how
the dead babies could effect the
labor force and social security.
Equally ludicrous is your vague
and completely unjustified statement that the ethical erosion that
makes abortion possible is somehow hurting health care. Argue
all you want about whether it’s
moral — the fact is abortions have
become a lot less dangerous since
they were legalized. Even if you
were speaking about healthcare
in general though, I highly doubt
that medical science has become
less advanced because patients
have been walking in to hospitals
for the past 35 years espousing
their right to be idiots, citing the
pro-choice movement.
My goal here is not to say
whether abortion is right or
wrong. You can write a convincing

See Letter on page 10

James Eric Prichard
Columnist

Trivia Schmivia
Last week’s column, about
the students now known around
campus as the Hiett Four, was
extremely hard to write. This difficulty was due to the fact that I
was not writing about myself. The
past week has been a little difficult
for me, and so this week I’m going
back to what comes easily.
I have been working a lot on
Trivia lately. If you don’t know
what Trivia is, stop reading my
column, Freshman. I am really worried about Trivia. If you see me
after this weekend, tell me that you
played and had a lot of fun, even if
you didn’t. I will appreciate it and
might even name-drop you in my
next column. Lord knows you could
use the popularity.
I have also been thinking about

Trivia a lot lately, and how it is
more fun than homework. If you
are getting a little tired of homework, you should play some Trivia.
You will not regret it at all, except
from an academic standpoint.
Has anyone else noticed how
self-absorbed Trivia Masters are?
They only care about one thing and
are completely one-dimensional.
They are sort of like connies, but
even more pretentious.
Connies sometimes get a bad
rap. Sure, they are pretentious and
annoying, and don’t belong in our
classrooms, but don’t forget all of
the good they do. Concerts are usually pretty good and can be nice,
free entertainment on a weekend.
Connies provide valuable discussion during those two weeks of
your academic career when you
talk about music in Freshman
Studies. They don’t interfere with
LUCC because they all have studios
during Convo hour, and they segregate themselves in Plantz. The
only people more considerate are
frat members, who thoughtfully
immerse themselves only in their
fraternities and the quad.
Greek Week was last week, and
the frats sought to increase their
ranks by drawing in pledges in
the same way that the squid-like
monster from that Lord of the
Rings movie grabbed that little
hobbit before the wizard saved
him (I don’t know any of the names
because I am not a total nerd). I
didn’t get any bids so the frats are
all on my bad side except Beta, who
said that they might play Trivia. I
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don’t have anything to say about
the sororities because I find it very
hard to care about them at all.
Some people have been asking
me if they should “go Greek” (and
by “some people” I mean nobody
and by “have” I mean “has” because
I care about grammar). Do what
is right for you, and what is right
for you is to go Beta because their
Trivia team is shaping up to be
pretty good. (Beta, you are going to
make me look like an idiot if you
don’t have a team.)
I heard from someone (I would
love to have better information,
but I’m not the Corresponding
Secretary) that LUCC decided to
extend the deadline for executive elections so that there could
be more than one candidate per
seat. This was a poor decision:
all Lawrentians were informed
of the deadlines, and only two
people decided to make the deadline. They should have been automatically elected. Second chances
should not be given out unless the
council deems that it inadequately
spread word of the elections, which
I do not believe was the case. The
right people for the jobs should
have cared enough about the student government to get their acts
together. If the student body is
worse off because only one person
wanted to run, it is the student
body’s fault for not caring about
LUCC enough.
If you thought that this column
was too egocentric you probably
won’t like my next one, which is
about how good I am at NFL Blitz.

Letter to the Editor
To the editor:
Reading this week’s edition of
the Lawrentian has been far worse
than disappointing. We found two
articles in particular to be a disgrace to the intelligence of your
readers.
We were troubled firstly by
Kayla’s commentary. In our view,
the Lawrentian should not be used
as a forum for petty personal comments and snide remarks. Has
Lawrence become a place where
we can’t be adults and ask help
of other students in the computer
lab, even if we don’t know them

personally? Is the Lawrentian really
a venue for schoolgirl complaints?
We feel that the space in the newspaper should be used to broaden
our perspectives and educate us
on different issues. We won’t speak
for the entire Lawrence community, but our perspectives were not
broadened by this list of juvenile
remonstrances.
While lighter fare has its place
in the Lawrentian, a half-page article dedicated to the analysis of
Ugg boots and your classmates
who wear them is, in our opinion,
wasteful. As a representation of

our student body, the Lawrentian
should present relevant issues
instead of tasteless fodder.
We are ashamed that this is
the way Lawrence University is
presented to students, parents,
and alumni alike. We feel all your
writers have intelligent things to
say and that future editions of the
Lawrentian should reflect this.

Writer's Response

and others, and these eyes have
watched a lot of fashion television. These eyes have a lot to see
and say about style. Thus, I feel
that our comments are nothing
less than well-informed.
One could argue that caring about
fashion is “girly” (i.e. anti-feminist)
and somehow evidence of low
intelligence; however, to make
this argument would be to rely
on harsh, untrue stereotypes, and
in fact to ignore critical thinking
altogether.
I believe fashion is and should
be thought-provoking. It is an
art form as highly contested as
any other, with a lengthy history
of distinct movements that have
brought out the best and the
worst in people. It is evidence of
a commercial society, yet it is also
evidence of the subversion of this
society.

Fashion is also a curious art form
because it is constantly practiced.
It is an art form often taken for
granted because it is essentially a
necessity. Art and necessity, desire
and need, passion and reason,
meet within something as simple
as a pair of jeans.
What we were really getting at
with the Ugg boot commentary
is that, by wearing Ugg boots all
the time, people are simply following trends instead of making
trends. We are asking people to
see that, what they think of as
personal style is in fact falling into
an unfortunate commercialist herd
mentality. Self-expression in art is
most often about subversion, and
we believe that buying a pair of
boots can be a form of subversion.

lar individual but rather the diffuse Lawrence community.
Granted, the half-page piece
on Lawrence fashion was slightly
longer than we would have preferred, but the dialogue format
was an experimental one. We have
learned from trial and error how
best to utilize this format.

The Lawrentian encourages
members of the Lawrence community with comments or concerns
regarding the newspaper to submit feedback to the editorial staff
via our personal email addresses
or lawrentian@lawrence.edu.

Some people were alarmed at the
critical light we chose to cast on
our fellow students in last week’s
style column. First of all, I appreciate your reading the newspaper at
all, and I appreciate your passionate response.
However, we are not going to stop
being critical. Critical thinking,
critical analysis, and constructive
criticism are three of the most
important lessons learned, and as
university students we are constantly being asked to hone our
skills in and out of the classroom.
We exercise our critical thinking by examining issues with an
informed eye. These eyes have
read a lot of the Fashion and Style
section in The New York Times,
and a lot of Vogue, Elle, Lucky

Editor's Response
We apologize for any insult
that "Love, Kayla" caused towards
members of the student body.
The segment was intended as a
series of affectionate jabs of sorts
directed not towards any particu-

Julie DeBoer, '09
Rachel Russell, '10
Madeline Shadduck, '09
Emily May, '09

Emily Passey,
concerned fashion admirer

Corey Lehnert, Editor-in-Chief
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Arts & Entertainment
Spears shines in chapel performance
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Sonia Emmons
Staff Writer

Assistant Professor of Music
Steven Paul Spears gave a recital
of works by different composers
all written on the similar theme of
spirituality Saturday, Jan. 19.
The rich tenor voice of Spears
painted an arresting picture of spirituality throughout the history of
vocal music, from Henry Purcell in
the 17th century to Benjamin Britten
in the 20th. The recital took place
in the Lawrence Memorial Chapel,
which provided its usual heavenly
acoustics.
Spears collaborated with other
talented Conservatory members
Joanne Bozeman, soprano; Kenneth
Bozeman, piano; and Matthew
Michelic on viola.
Also on the program were junior

Christopher Besch, bass, Lawrence
fellow Tad Hardin, piano, and Linda
Sparks on piano. The group was a
genuine musical tour de force.
Spears and Besch opened the program with a duet for tenor and bass
voices by Purcell titled “Hosanna to
the Highest.”
The blending of their voices
was a treat for the ears, while the
eyes observed the physical contrast
between the two singers: Besch, with
his long, curly locks, towered visibly above Spears. Yet the equally
matched voices intertwined in a way
to offer the full beauty of the male
voice.
George
Frederic
Handel’s
“Alleluia” offered an impressive display of Spears’ technical skills. The
music was filled with coloratura,
quick little runs sung in one breath.
It was as though Spears’ voice
had mounted a roller coaster and

the audience was hearing the ride,
without the nauseating effect of an
actual coaster.
In Britten’s “Canticle II: Abraham
and Isaac,” Spears joined forces with
Joanne and Kenneth Bozeman for
the most striking selection on the
program. The piano accompaniment
was the thread that held together
the dissonant tenor and soprano
voices.
In the opening and closing sections, the word “Abraham” was sung
in such sweet dissonance that I found
myself a bit sad each time it resolved
to a beautiful major chord.
Associate Professor of Music
Bonnie Koestner found it interesting that Britten used both male and
female voices for God in “Canticle
II.” Regarding the male voice in the
pair, she commented, “[Spears is]
such an expressive singer — he
really draws the audience.”

Junior Andrew Penning, a tenor,
agreed with Koestner. He admired
Spears’ “expression and vocal agility,
especially in the upper registers,”
and went on to praise the tenor’s
voice as “pure, free, and beautiful.”
The first half of the program
concluded with “Four Hymns” by the
English composer Ralph Vaughan
Williams. Michelic joined Spears and
K. Bozeman for the piece written for
tenor, viola, and piano. Michelic’s
deep, sonorous tone provided a
beautiful contrast to Spears’ bright
voice.
The large chapel stage was a perfect setting for a recital “On Spiritual
Thought.” The organ shined behind
the piano and the performers, intensifying the effect of the music. In the
words of Spears himself, it is “good
stuff.”

always a few films that fly under the
radar each year, and never get the
amount of appreciation that they
deserve. “Once” is one of those movies of 2007.
At its premiere at the 2007
Sundance Film Festival almost exactly one year ago, “Once” received a
strong show of support, earning the
festival’s World Cinema Audience
Award. In the past few weeks, the
film has appeared on
numerous critics’ top
lists of 2007, as it
became one of the most
critically
acclaimed
movies of the year.
The movie was written and directed by John
Carney, former bassist
of the Irish band, The
Frames. After struggling
to find leads suitable to
play the parts he wrote,
he turned to his old
friend Glen Hansard,
lead singer and guitarist for The Frames.
Carney has said that he
was originally trying to
find an actor who could
“sort of sing,” and realized that he should have
been looking for a musician who could “sort of
act.” After this epiphany, Hansard became the

perfect man for the job.
A large majority of the movie
is filled with songs, but it is not
your standard musical. The characters never spontaneously burst
into song, Broadway-style. Rather,
all the music is natural to the story;
the characters are musicians playing
songs for each other, rather than for
the audience.
The movie centers around a
guy and a girl in Dublin, played by
Hansard and his female counterpart
Markéta Irglová, a Czech pianist.
Hansard’s character (credited only as
“Guy”) is a busker on the streets of
Dublin, playing his songs to pedestrians both day and night, whenever he’s not working in his father’s
Hoover-repair shop. His passionate
acoustic playing (think Damien Ricestyle: wailing on an open chord with
earnest and bitter lyrics) attracts the
attention of Irglová’s Girl, who persuades him to fix her Hoover.
The climax of the film being a
recording session in which Hansard’s
character makes a demo tape to
take to London, it is not your typical “meet, fall in love, live happily”
movie. The ending may catch you
off guard, but it is clear that it was
the perfect period for the charming
sentence that had been written.
The hook of the movie, for me,
is that Hansard and Irglová are both
musicians in real life, and that every

piece of music that they sing in the
movie was written by them. The fact
that they then became a couple in
real life adds even more to the power
of the film, I believe. It becomes difficult to see them as characters, and
not as real-life people being followed
by a camera, as they seem so naturally fitted to the parts.
The film is cheaply shot, and
perhaps this is what gave it its
charm. On a limited budget, and
sometimes with no filming permits,
Carney often filmed with a long lens,
so that Hansard and Irglová could
be filmed while people passed by,
unaware they were in the middle of
a movie in progress. This method
created a documentary feel to the
film, as if the viewers were spying in
on these characters’ lives.
“Once” is about going after your
dreams, and it is about how sometimes the things that are the most
obviously right are the things that
are the most impossible. After viewing this the first time, I found my
thoughts drifting back to it over the
next few weeks, it was easily the
most caught-up I’ve ever gotten in
a movie. While the amazing performances of Hansard and Irglová may
not receive as many accolades as
Daniel Day-Lewis or Ellen Page this
awards season, this is a film not to
be missed.
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Coming to
your senses
Movies
Friday, January 25
“Rambo”
“How She Move”
“Meet the Spartans”
“Untraceable”
“The Air I Breathe”

"Once" wins over critics with innocent charm
Alex Schaaf

Arts & Entertainment Editor

In the midst of award season,
with Oscar nominations just having been announced, it is clear that
the normal suspects will get their
due. “There Will Be Blood” and “No
Country For Old Men” are sure to
win at least a few Oscars each, and
deservedly so. However, there are
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Theatre and anthropology: Unusual, but possible
Maria Giere
for The Lawrentian

When I tell people that I am
majoring in anthropology and theater arts, I usually get “Well, that’s
an interesting combination…” as a
reaction. At first glance, the two do
not seem to be readily compatible.
However, I feel that both of them
are different and effective ways of
studying people.

Primary
continued from page 5
personal fortune into Iowa and
New Hampshire. McCain has made
a triumphant return, regardless of
his records on immigration, tax
cuts, and campaign finance reform
— none of which sit well with many
conservatives.
The libertarian Ron Paul has
done much better than I expected,
thanks to the most dedicated, orga-

In an advisor meeting my sophomore year, I was told about performance anthropology and performance studies. This was what I was
waiting for: a connection! This was a
concrete way of bringing my interests
together. Performance anthropology
is a way of using anthropological
concepts to improve performance,
and theatrical ideas to conduct
better anthropological research.
Performance studies, a related field,
applies the idea of performance to

all fields as a way of thinking about
people.
These ways of looking at the
world frame my current research
interests. I started last year researching anthropological studies of theater as it relates to acting — my
other passion. I found that very
little work had been done studying
Western theatrical conventions and
practitioners.
This brought me to the idea
of studying identity construction

nized and vocal base of supporters
imaginable. However, no one actually expects him to win. Meanwhile,
Rudy Giuliani has decided to take
the road less — or, well, never
— traveled by waiting until the
Florida primary on January 29
before becoming a serious contender. Frankly, his numbers aren’t high
in early states where you need more
than name recognition. If this strategy works, pinch me.
Fred Thompson, the only candidate with the Reagan credentials
that most Republicans are looking

for, has campaigned like a snail
with asthma and will subsequently
lose. He was, however, able to take
enough votes away from Huckabee
in South Carolina to give McCain
a victory there. Finally, Huckabee
has become the candidate of the
religious right. Some disagree that
it will be enough to win him the
nomination, but Evangelicals have
a stranglehold over that party, and
seem to think that America can only
be righteous with a Baptist minister
in charge.
Huckabee needs to be on the

in American actors. The fact that
actors juggle multiple identities that
are the result of their own creation simultaneously is fascinating
to me. I want to study the process of
identity construction as well as the
experience of being another person
for two hours, eight times a week. I
want to use people’s stories to find
out how our brains conceptualize
the idea of the Self.

ticket; otherwise the Evangelicals
will stay home in November and
the GOP will lose. If Huckabee is
the nominee, his tax policy ideas
will lose him the Independents,
who already lean Democratic (the
Democrats have seen much more
turnout for their primaries than the
GOP has, thanks to Independents).
Both Clinton and Obama would be
in danger in the case of a McCainHuckabee ticket, but a Democrat
will more likely replace Bush.

DVD
Tuesday, January 29
“The Invasion”
“Daddy Day Camp”
“The Comebacks”
“Mr. Untouchable”
“Trade”

Music
Tuesday, January 29
Joe Jackson
“Rain”
The Mars Volta
“The Bedlam in Goliath”
Vampire Weekend
“Vampire Weekend”
Elephant Man
“Let’s Get Physical”
Dub Trio
“Another Sound is Dying”
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Professors get “Sentimental and Specific” in Wriston
Kirsten Rusinak
for The Lawrentian

Any students who have not
had the opportunity to meet Julie
Lindemann and John Shimon, assistant art professors of photography and digital processes, should
go peruse their current art exhibit
titled “Sentimental and Specific.”
Currently on display in the Wriston
art galleries, this exhibit is a chance
to visually absorb their eclectic personalities and ideas.
The highly anticipated opening
took place Friday, Jan. 18, and it
unfolded with much success and
feelings of artistic inspiration and
awe.
“It was profound to see some of
the people in our photographs in the
context of Lawrence and fascinating
to see our students and colleagues
interacting with our films and photographs,” said Lindemann. “For a
chilly January night, we had a large
audience three times the number
that was expected!”
The photography course they
teach was a decision that resulted from the first exhibit they put
together at Wriston in April of 2001.
However, Lindemann and Shimon
have been in artistic collaboration
since the mid-1980s.

The opening commenced with we were quirky enough.”
a lecture by the pair, during which
Their photographic subjects and
“the technological, artistic and popu- locations are focused on the secludlar histories of
photography,”
including
daguerreotype portraits,
camera lucida,
the
Kodak
snapshot,
postcards, and
greeting cards,
were described
as inspirations
for their own
work both in
and out of the
exhibit.
They captured
the
audience’s
attention by
opening with
an ironic photograph
of
themselves
being photo- Junior Katie Loppnow takes in Wriston's latest exhibit.
graphed by another photographer ed corners of the Midwest and often,
practicing their photography.
more specifically, in Manitowoc
The photo was a response County.
to a person early in their career
The exhibit incorporates porwho advised them to “put more of traits of everyday people, panorayourselves in your work,” recalled mas of rural landscapes that change
Shimon. Post-presentation, he light- in each frame as time progresses, an
heartedly commented, “We thought installation of a vintage film projec-

“La Moustache” rejects expectations
It’s almost shocking how badly he
needed his friends to notice his
Staff Writer
new look. Perhaps he wanted attention; perhaps this was a test for his
friends to identify him.
When watching a film, the viewer
As the film continues, and as
expects certain privileges. Don’t we,
the lives of Marc and Agnes fall
as the observer, have some spefarther and farther into their
cial right to know everything?
separate and distant realities,
As the characters are woven in
we are assaulted with more
and out of “reality,” shouldn’t
evidence from both sides. We
we be entitled to keep things
look over Marc’s shoulder at
straight? And at the end of the
mustached photos; we hear
movie, shouldn’t we be able
Agnes ask, “What photos?”
to sum up the importance of
We hear the voicemail
their film-lives and leave with
message from Marc’s dad; we
the self-satisfaction of having
see Agnes nearly cry a minsomehow organized their comute later in insisting that her
plicated existences into a 90father-in-law is long deceased.
minute summary for which we
And through all this, there’s
are personally responsible?
nothing that would tell us
According to the film "La
definitively who was right.
Moustache", shown at the
You could argue endlessly
Wriston auditorium this past
either side, with a fair amount
weekend as part of the Tournées
of evidence.
Festival of French films, we
Photo courtesy of Google Photos
But when Marc and Agnes’
have no such right. The film A scene from "La Moustache," starring Vincent Linden.
lives come colliding back
was based on a simple act: Marc,
a lifelong mustache-wearer, shaves obvious, what’s wrong with his wife together, there’s no “aha!” feeling.
We know what is real now, but the
off his mustache and no one notices. and best friends?
There are more problems than newfound security sheds no light on
How normal.
Things turn very odd rather the main question of what is real; the previous hour and a half.
We are left with an image of
quickly, however, when his wife, Marc’s plight must also be a search
Agnes, insists that he’s never had a for identity. His first night out, he a postcard, written when he was
mustache. In fact, everyone seems to presents his clean-shaven face to his alone and discarded while with his
think he’s nuts for insisting that he friends, posing proudly and silently wife, floating downwards through a
like a child boasting a lost tooth. current of water, and any clarity of
ever did.
his life is thus flushed away in the
This is where the audience begins They notice nothing.
The
viewer
isn’t
concerned,
confusing flux of his life, his reality,
to get uncomfortable. We saw him
but
Marc
is
immediately
troubled.
and his mind.
shaving it off; we saw the old mus-

Amelia Perron

tached pictures of him; we saw the
stranger in the metro station confirm the presence of the mustache
in his old ID. We even heard his wife
tell him, “I wouldn’t recognize you
without it.” If the strangers in the
periphery of his life recognize the

Photo by Christie McCowen
Members of the Wild Space Dance Company performed at Lawrence on Jan. 18.

tor playing arbitrary footage, a second-hand television, three monitors
playing the same footage at different
speeds, and
juxtaposed
pages from
vintage
elementary
social studies
textbooks from
the time
Lindemann
and Shimon
were growing up in
the
‘60s
and ‘70s.
During
the lecture,
Lindemann
explained
that
she
asked herself whether or not
“can
Photo by Naveed Islam one
make art
out of someone else’s crap.” As
evidenced by their exhibit, it turns
out you can.
Shimon expressed how the old
television playing the image of the
screen displayed as the machine
died created a sense of “urgency.” In
a sense, the artists are showing how

quickly history becomes meaningless and indistinguishable, a blur of
images and sounds.
“We find it important to pay
attention to the people and places
that are ignored and overlooked
by mainstream society,” said
Lindemann.
The portraits of ordinary people
create commentary on the state of
Wisconsin in the very appropriately titled section “What People do
Here.”
The subjects themselves and
products that they made at their
factory jobs like white sugar soda
and cheese curds were requested
at the exhibit and following reception because “being surrounded by
the voices and the still and moving
images of these individuals is central to experiencing the exhibition.”
Lindemann jokingly coined the food
products as “relational art.”
The two jointly agree that their
exhibit is filled with messages, but
“if you could write them down,
it wouldn’t be worth making art
about!”
In other words, anything written
in this article will not completely
portray the visual experience.
The galleries are open Tuesday
through Friday from 10 a.m. - 4 p.m.
and Saturday through Sunday from
noon - 4 p.m.

Artist Spotlight:
by Anna Hainze

Reed Flygt

Austin Reed Flygt’s
first and only drum set,
a Christmas gift given
to him way back in ‘96,
made quite an impression on him.
“My father, ‘Rex the
Great,’ went on a brief
excursion to the East
Coast. He and my brother
Adrian returned from a
routine pillaging trip of
Photo by Sarah Page
the northeastern coastline of Nova Scotia with
this amazing set of white drums,” Flygt said.
“After killing all able-bodied men with his own bare hands, he came
across an older clansman huddled around his two grandchildren, and a
set of drums. The old man pleaded for their lives as my father finished
them off with a clean sweep of his double-headed battleaxe. My father
then grabbed the drums, got aboard his longboat, and traveled the
elaborate river systems back to Baraboo,” he finished.
With a beginning like that, it only seemed logical that Flygt would
pursue a career in music. In fact, this dashing senior is now a doubledegree student in music education and percussion performance with a
schedule that finally allows him to focus just on music — an ability that
he felt he lacked previous to his time at Lawrence.
His love for percussion, however, does not end when he exits the
studio of Dane Richeson. Next summer, Flygt and three other Lawrence
students will be traveling to Ghana to studying native drumming and
dancing techniques. He also cited several “special projects” going down
during this term, but he refused to elaborate. Reed Flygt is certainly an
artist on which to keep a well-trained eye this year.
As for Reed’s own personal music taste, one might say that it
is eclectic, including such artists as Anna Hainze — “such a unique
sound!” — Chicago, The Bad Plus, and Happy Apple. His inspirations
include Brett Favre, Luke Skywalker, Nancy Truesdell, and Nurse Carol.
A word from the wise to future and fellow percussionists: “Don’t
freak out, stay cool and collected. Practice now when you have the
chance,” Flygt advised. “Ask questions. Keep on pushing.”
All of this from the guy whose career aspirations include being
more like Dane Maxim Richeson, but with a beard and a dog.
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Hockey ties Bethel in tough battle No asterisk
Ted Greeley
Staff Writer

out of position and Billy Siers (‘10)
open to knock the puck in. The second period began with Bethel taking
control of play, leading to a Viking
penalty.
Bethel moved the puck around
on the power play until a shot
bounced out to Steve Eastman of
Bethel. Eastman took a slap shot on
a screened Ryan to give the Royals a

After splitting a weekend series
with Concordia, losing 3-0 on Friday
night and winning 10-5 on Saturday
night, the men’s hockey team took
on the Bethel University Royals this
past Monday.
Bethel and Lawrence skated to
a 6-6 tie in a
thrilling back
and
forth
battle. The
game began
with Bethel
getting the
early opportunities,
but due to
Lawrence’s
ability to clog
up the shooting lanes, the
Royals were
unable
to
take advantage of their
opportunities.
W i t h
12:23
left
in the first,
Marc Howe
(‘10) made
a beautiful
behind-theback pass as
he was going
behind the Freshman Pat Brenner controls the puck on the ice on Monday.
net that was
just out the reach of Josh DeSmit 2-1 lead. The Vikings had some qual(‘11). Adam Brand (‘09) almost scored ity chances in the next few minutes
for the Vikings when he took a shot including a two-on-one where Scott
that was just kicked wide by Bethel Minarcik (‘11) optioned out of the
netminder Patrick Kiely.
pass to Matt Jacobs (‘11) and tried to
Brand’s hard shot sent the puck beat the Bethel goaltender on a shot,
out of the zone and a pass put the but just missed.
puck on Bethel’s Jeff Balvin’s stick.
Howe tied things up at two when
Balvin came in wide and snuck the Nick Jennette (‘09) hit him with a
puck past Viking goaltender Jimmy pass in front and he scored on a
Ryan (‘11) to give the Royals a 1-0 turnaround shot that found the net
lead. At 7:15 of the first Lawrence blocker side low. Bethel scored next
went on the power play when Bethel on a shot glove side high by Eastman
committed a hooking penalty. The of Bethel. Ryan kept the game at 3-2
Vikings took advantage of the oppor- by making a big save on a breakaway
tunity.
not long after.
A shot from Corey Garrett (‘11)
With 6:47 left, Bethel scored
was batted down as it went toward again and the Vikings were down
the net leaving the Bethel goaltender

4-2. Evan Johnson (‘11) came in
to relieve Ryan after the fourth
goal, and the Vikings revived their
game. Ten seconds after the goalie
change, Howe drove wide and took
a shot that bounced off the Bethel
goaltender’s leg and onto DeSmit’s
stick, who banged it home.
Then, senior captain Josh
Peterson passed the puck to Minarcik
who fooled
the
goaltender on a
breakaway
15 seconds
later. The
score would
be knotted
at four after
two periods.
In the
third period, the play
went backand-forth
until 13:55,
when Siers
chipped
the puck to
Jacob Esch
(‘11) who
put the puck
in the net.
At
12:21,
the Vikings
increased
their lead
to two when
Photo byTed Greeley Peterson put
the puck on
net and Neil
Wallace (‘08) put the rebound home.
After a Bethel timeout and goalie
change, Bethel came out firing. A
pass from Bill Menozzi and some
moves by Jeff Balvin put Balvin on
a breakaway. Balvin faked forehand,
went to his backhand and put it
upstairs to bring the game to within
one. A Viking penalty at 7:17 gave
Bethel a chance to tie and they capitalized. Bethel defenseman Brent
Kettelkamp put the puck in off a
rebound. The third period would
end with the score six to six.
In the overtime period Johnson
turned away two quality shots off
face-offs by Bethel, and kept the
score tied at six.

Student athletic trainer of the week: Kari Jones
Tara Carmody
Staff Writer

required

Kyle Nodarse
Staff Writer

Barry Bonds’ home run record
should not have an asterisk. The ball
should not have an asterisk on it and
should be placed in the hall of fame
right next to Hank Aaron’s recordbreaking home run ball. The single
season home run record stands at
72 and that record is held by Barry
Bonds. Give the man his due because
he has earned it.
Now let me set the record straight
before everyone reading this stops
and throws the newspaper away. I
dislike Barry Bonds a lot. I’m not
defending him, but we all live in a
country that says we are innocent
until proven guilty. As far as I’m
concerned, a book written by reporters and an interview with an angry
ex-girlfriend does not guarantee that
he is guilty. He is to be tried for five
counts of perjury but until that point
in time leave the man alone.
This also goes for other baseball players whose names showed
up on the Mitchell Report and who
are also being condemned immediately. What happened to a fair trial?
Roger Clemens just sued his former
trainer, Brian McNamee, for slander.
Most fans of baseball are already
assuming he’s guilty based on that
evidence alone when Clemens has
not even had a chance to testify to
defend himself from the damning
allegations he now faces.
I don’t know for sure that Barry
Bonds and Roger Clemens are innocent. Quite honestly I have a pretty strong feeling that they’re both
guilty as hell and that they’re both
screwed. Neither of them will end up
in the hall of fame and both will be
publicly shunned after they retire,
which seems likely for both men.
I do know that both of these
men have had great careers and have
done things that no one ever thought
they would see. Fans flocked to the
ballparks to see these two great
athletes play the game, and I believe
both of these ball players — as well
as every other baseball player on
the Mitchell Report — deserves the
benefit of the doubt.
Innocent until proven guilty is
the way our legal system is supposed
to work, so instead of being ready to

Women's Basketball

1. Would you rather not be able to talk or hear for one day?
Not be able to talk because I don’t have a filter half the time anyway. It would
save me some trouble ….
2. Why did you decide to train?
Because I am broken and retired. (Kari used to play basketball for LU, but
suffered an ACL tear in the 2006-2007 season.)

Letter

4. What is the most memorable injury you’ve had to deal with?
Carrie Van Groll’s face in Grinnell — she got scratched above the lip and it
wouldn’t stop bleeding. In order to get her back in the game I had to prewrap
a Band-Aid around her face.

continued from page 7

5. If you could work for any team who would it be and why?
The Duke men’s basketball team … Because I love them.
6. Would you rather never eat chocolate or ice cream?
I’d rather never eat ice cream. Why? I don’t know how to answer … it’s — it’s
… chocolate!
7. Who is your favorite athlete?
Chris Carlson because of his sweet moves on and off the field. He is so manly ….

Photo courtesy of Facebook

scoreboard

Men’s Basketball

Lawrence
		
UW-Oshkosh
		

81
78

Lawrence
Grinnell

		
		

79
55

Lawrence
Knox

		
		

90
54

Women’s Basketball
Lawrence
Grinnell

		
		

63
76

Lawrence
Knox

		
		

63
52

		
		

6
6

Lawrence
Concordia

		
		

10
5

Lawrence
Concordia

		
		

0
3

Hockey

Lawrence
Bethel

standings
Men’s Basketball

Team
MWC
Lawrence
6-0
Carroll
5-1
Grinnell
4-2
St. Norbert
4-3
Monmouth
4-4
Illinois College
3-3
Lake Forest
3-3
Knox
2-4
Ripon
1-5
Beloit
0-7

O’All
11-1
9-3
9-4
8-6
4-10
7-6
7-6
3-10
6-7
2-12

Women’s Basketball
Team
MWC
St. Norbert
7-0
Lake Forest
5-1
Beloit
5-2
Carroll
4-2
Monmouth
4-4
Illinois College
3-3
Lawrence
1-5
Ripon
1-5
Grinnell
1-5
Knox
1-5

O’All
11-3
11-2
8-5
10-3
8-7
7-6
4-9
4-9
3-10
3-10

Statistics are courtesy of
www.lawrence.edu and
www.midwestconference.
org and are current as of
Jan. 23, 2007
ban them from the game, how about
everyone waits for our legal system
to do their jobs and finally allow
everyone to learn the truth about
steroid use in baseball?

Sorry to all you Packer
fans out there. Great season with a tough ending.
But let's be honest, Brett
will be back next season.
No one can expect him
to end his career on an
interception! Now we are
left with the question …
which bad guy do we root
for in the Super Bowl??

Kari Jones ‘08
Women’s Basketball Trainer

3. What is your favorite part of the job?
The training room talk.

Lawrence University

article that says Roe v. Wade was
a mistake, but you have to put the
debate in more coherent and intelligent terms than this. Don’t make
up economic incentives when the
heart of your argument is that it’s
just wrong. Don’t throw Stalin and
Hitler at us with the kind of language that we all heard in beginning debate our freshman year of
high school.
This wasn’t an editorial. It was
a billboard. A patronizing billboard. Your convictions are mean-

ingful, they are powerful, they are
to be admired. That you wanted
to write this article, and that you
cared enough to do so is to your
credit, but admirable convictions
are hardly an excuse for this kind
of writing.
I appreciate that your editorial
was not as inflammatory as most
of the rhetoric that people on both
sides of this argument toss about,
and I understand it’s a small word
limit for a big issue. But you still
have to speak to me like an adult.
Jem Herron
Lawrence 2009
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Men’s basketball remains top in conference Featured Athlete: Ryan Wendel
Douglas McEneaney
for The Lawrentian

It was a good weekend for the
men’s basketball team. With two wins
over Grinnell and Knox, Lawrence
remains the top seed in the conference.
Friday brought one of the most
anticipated games of the season for
the Vikings. To those unfamiliar with
the playing style of Grinnell, the
Pioneers have a unique, fast-paced
press defense with a dynamic threepoint shooting offense. Games with
Grinnell usually end up close to or
above 100 points per team. Grinnell’s
success, therefore, is completely reliant on its shooting, which happened
to not be there Friday.
The Vikings started the game
scoring the first seven points and
never looked back. Lawrence led the
whole game from the opening basket
31 seconds into the game. Despite
the Vikings shooting a below average
46.7 percent from the field in the
first half, they could not complain
about the less-than-dismal shooting
of the Pioneers. Grinnell shot 19 percent from the field in the first half,
which includes the 8.7 percent from
three point range (2-23), the strength
of the Pioneer offense.
Just when things seemed to be
at its worst for Grinnell, with seven
minutes left in the half, the Vikings
were given free points as the Grinnell
coach was given a technical foul. The
frustrated Grinnell team played how
their coach acted for the remainder
of the half.
As the first half concluded, the
Vikings had not shot a single threepointer but yet maintained a solid
lead 45-28 and Grinnell had a lot of
regrouping to do.
The beginning of the second half
was much like the whole first half.
The Vikings never let up. With 13.5
minutes left in the game, Grinnell
basically waved the white flag.
Lawrence continued to play with
as much heart as if it were a tied
game.
In the second half, Ryan Kroeger
(‘09) chased down a bouncing ball,
clearly heading out of bounds,
jumped several feet out of bounds,

clutched the ball in his hand and
flipped it back into play, clearing
the out of bounds line by inches to
a teammate.
The Vikings scored seconds later.
No fan could forget Andy Hurley’s
(‘08) monstrous dunk, silencing all
hope Grinnell had.
After 40 minutes of game play,
the Vikings left the court victorious,
79-55. It was the lowest score total
for Grinnell since the 2000 season.
A total of 18 players received time
in the game, which allowed younger
Vikings to gain experience on the
court.
Jayce Apelgren (‘09) led all scorers with 14 points, a first-time feat for
the junior this year. Hurley recorded
a double-double, an accomplishment
that always deserves some recognition. The Vikings did not make a
three-pointer at all during the game,
making this the first time that happened this year.
All in all, the victory was sweet as
the Vikings remained undefeated in
conference heading into Saturday’s
game against Knox.
For the Vikings, there is no real
difference between Fridays and
Saturdays, as far as winning is concerned. The Prairie Dogs of Knox
College were no match for our hotshooting Lawrence Vikings. Knox
ended Saturday with a 2-4 record in
conference while the Vikes remained
the only undefeated team in conference standings.
The Vikings scored first and
never lost their lead the entire game.
The Vikings shot beautifully from
the field, leaving Knox without a
real chance at winning. The crowd of
almost 800 seemed a little nervous
with 9:50 left in the first half when
their lead shortened to six points.
The Vikings noticed the Prairie
Dogs nipping at their heels and
decided to just take over the game.
Over the next six minutes, the
Vikings went on a 23-4 run. The
Vikings shot 56.5 percent from the
field, including 10-13 from threepoint range and a perfect 6-6 from
the free throw line. Knox was not as
fortunate from the field, connecting
on 19.2% of their shots, including 0-7
from three point range.

As Knox returned from the locker room, pondering a way to make
up their 20-point deficit, the Vikings
stuck to their overpowering offense
that continued to be too much for
Knox to handle in the second half.
At one point, the Prairie Dogs
got within 16 points of the Vikings,
but that was as close as they could
reach. Lawrence led by as many as
38 points in the second half, a familiar scene in Alexander Gymnasium.
A total of 19 players contributed
to the Lawrence win — the highest
number to play in a single game for
Vikings all year.
A standout moment occurred
late in the second half. With the shot
clock approaching 0, Drew Shaw (‘10)
hit a buzzer-beating three-pointer,
falling to the ground for a fourpoint play. Shaw was rewarded with
a standing ovation from Lawrence
fans, who applauded the athleticism
he displayed.
The Vikings ended the game with
a final score of 90-54. They shot
58 percent from the field, including 15-23 from three point range.
Knox picked up their shooting significantly but to no avail. The Prairie
Dogs finished the game shooting
48.1 percent in the second half and
34 percent for the game.
Jamie DeMatthew (‘10) led all
with five assists and Ryan Wendel
(‘08) led the Vikings with a high of
five rebounds. John Dekker (‘10) led
all scorers with 16 points, shooting
4-6 from three-point range. Yui Ueno
(‘10) also deserves some recognition
for his career high five points.
The Vikings seem to be the team
to beat and show signs of their
remarkable memory of two years
ago.
Monday night, the Vikings
tipped-off against 20th ranked UWOshkosh at Alex Gym. The Vikes
upset the ranked team with a score
of 81-78. A fast-paced game, the
Vikes thrived with Kroeger sinking
9 of 11 shots and hitting 8 of 9
free throws for a total of 28 points
in 28 minutes. Hurley also made a
major contribution with 12 points, 6
rebounds, and 4 assists.

Viking
Basketball
Men's basketball took on #20 UWOshkosh Monday night. Andy Hurley
(bottom left) scored 12 points for the
Vikings including clutch free-throws to
solidify the win 81-78 (left). Fans were in
abundance as they cheered on the Vikes
(bottom right).
Photos by Naveed Islam

Tara Carmody
Staff Writer

Basketball

Ryan “Yeti” Wendel ‘08
Men’s Basketball
1. What is your favorite team
memory?
Björklunden trips, mainly
because of the camp fires and
all of the stories.
2. Would you rather not be able
to talk or hear for one day?
Not talk — it would be a different perspective if you just listen
to everything and not talk.
3. Is Coach Depagter’s coaching style different from last
year’s coach?
It is a completely different style
of coaching. He has a more laid
Photo courtesy of Facebook
back approach. He understands
the player and what we are
going through right now since he went through it himself. There aren’t
certain plays we run either — so there is more freedom on the court.
4. Would you rather never eat chocolate or ice cream again, why?
Oh my god…I would never eat ice cream. Chocolate is my favorite dessert
of all time.
5. Who is your favorite athlete and why?
Michael Jordan. When you’re a kid you look for a hero. He is who I watched
the most and who I consider the best player of all time.
6. Who is your favorite sports team?
It changes a lot. Right now I get the most excitement out of watching the
Chicago Bears. In the ‘90s the Bulls were my favorite. I guess I’m a fair
weather fan…

Women’s basketball beats
Knox but loses to Grinnell
Ted Greeley
Staff Writer

After dropping a game to Beloit
last Tuesday, the Lawrence University
women’s basketball team returned
to the court to take on Grinnell on
Friday and Knox on Saturday. On
Friday night, the play went back and
forth in the first half, with Lawrence
taking an early lead on a lay-up by
senior Carrie Van Groll. The Vikings
relinquished the lead for good in
the first half when Grinnell’s Jessica
Vaverka hit a free throw shot at
16:58.
Grinnell was up by seven points
at one point in the first half but
Lawrence fought back and the game
was within one at half time 29-28.
The second half was back and forth
with Lawrence tying the score four
times before Grinnell began to pull
away, amassing a double digit lead at
9:46. The Vikes would get the game

as close as seven but ultimately
lost 76-63. Senior Kelly Mulcahy led
the Vikings with 23 points and 15
rebounds completing the doubledouble. Van Groll added 15 points
and sophomore Caresse Reiland had
9 rebounds.
On Saturday night the Vikings
tipped off against Knox College.
Lawrence would be down only once
and that was when Knox hit their
first jumper out of the gate. The
Vikings would take the lead on a layup by Mulcahy at 18:04 and they did
not look back. At half time, the score
was 29-17. The second half was
more of the same and Knox never
came within 10 of the Vikings. The
final score was Lawrence 63, Knox
52. Lawrence was led by Mulcahy,
with 22 points, and Reiland, who
had 16 points and 10 rebounds for
the double-double. The Vikings had
12 steals on the night to help them
win the game.

Swimmers enjoy a
LUSTy season
Kyle Nodarse
Staff Writer

The Lawrence men’s and women’s swimming and diving teams
went to the University of Chicago
last weekend and continued their
great season against high-level competition such as Loras, the University
of Chicago and the Marquette Swim
Club.
The women finished third with
519 points. They were led by Hayley
Vatch (‘09), who set a school record
in the 1650-yard freestyle with a
time of 18:16. Kelsey Grey (‘11) finished third in the same event with a
time of 19:31. Senior diver Marissa
Vallette took second place for the

women with a total score of 303.
The men had a strong weekend
as well, placing fifth with 313 points.
The relay teams had strong finishes
in the 200-yard freestyle and the
200-yard medley. Nick Johnson (‘11)
swam a 2:08 time in the 200-yard IM
and senior Bryan Rosen dove for a
total of 274 points. Taylor Brengel
(‘09) swam a 58.53 in the 100-yard
backstroke.
Both the men and the women
swim at home this weekend on
Saturday starting at 10 a.m., so
everyone should come out and support them. Good luck to LUST this
weekend and for the rest of the
term.
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What’s on your iPod?: Colleen Welsh
1. Belle and Sebastian, “Piazza, New
York Catcher”:
This one is from the soundtrack to
Juno, one of the best movies I’ve
seen in a long time. “Piazza, New
York Catcher,” is quirky love story,
much like the film itself. I could listen to this soundtrack all day.

2. The Decemberists, “The Bagman’s
Gambit”:
I love how this song builds tremendous tension at its story’s climax.
The music and the lyrics fit together
perfectly to effectively tell the tale.
Also, as always, I love Colin Meloy’s
distinctive vocals.

3. Ben Kweller, “Family Tree”:
A catchy tune with catchy lyrics.
4. Iron and Wine, “Cinder and
Smoke”:
Mellow, almost mournful music. To
steal a phrase from one of the
Lawrentian’s own, this song is
“hauntingly beautiful.”
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5. Keb’ Mo’, “Dirty, Low Down, and
Bad”:
My dad got me into this kind of
music. This track has the classic
bluesy guitar, piano, and vocal combinations. Another favorite from his
self-titled album is “Am I Wrong?”
6. Sufjan Stevens, “The Winter
Solstice”:
If you haven’t heard Sufjan’s
Christmas album (that this song is
from), do it right now! It’s by far my
favorite holiday music. As always, he
brings together an eclectic collection
of instruments and puts an entirely
original spin on some traditional
Christmas songs.
7. Arthur Rubinstein, “Carnaval,
Op. 9-Eusbius (Schumann)”:
One of many classical piano pieces
on my iPod. I find that they’re the
best kind of studying music.
8. Ella Fitzgerald, “Blue Skies”:
What can I say about this one?
Ella Fitzgerald is such an incredibly
talented vocalist that, as far as I’m
concerned, she can do no wrong.
9. Matt Costa, “Oh Dear”:
This is from his 2006 album, "Songs
We Sing." One of my favorite things
about this song, and the rest of the
album, is the simple instrumentation, mainly featuring vocals, guitar,
and drums.
10. Escalator Dance Party, “She
Thinks”:
I promise, I didn’t make this up. It
really was the tenth song that came
up on shuffle.

“Going to class on Monday
with out any assignments done,
then skipping class for the
rest of the week.”
-Kaleesha Rajamantri

Photo poll by Stephen Anunson
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memory of Trivia?
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Journalism Advisers:
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Editorial Policy:
Editorial policy is determined by the editor. Any opinions which appear unsigned
are those of the majority of
The Lawrentian’s editorial
board.
Letters to the editor are
welcome and encouraged. The
editor reserves the right to edit
for style and space. Letters
must be e-mailed to:
lawrentian@lawrence.edu.
Submissions by e-mail should
be text attachments.
— All submissions to the editorials page must be turned
in to The Lawrentian no later
than 5 p.m. on the Monday
before publication.

“Getting destroyed by Dean
Severson at racquet ball.”

“I tend to avoid trivia…”
-Octavia Driscoll

-Domi Robert

— All submissions to the
editorials page must be accompanied by a phone number
at which the author can be
contacted. Articles submitted
without a contact number will
not be published.
— The Lawrentian reserves
the right to print any submissions received after the above
deadline and to edit each submission for clarity, decency,
and grammar.

“ Playing racquet ball with
Dana from ITS.”
-Beth Carpenter

— Letters to the editor
should not be more than 350
words, and will be edited for
clarity, decency, and grammar.

“Dressing Travis Fondow in
approximately 150 pieces of
clothing and sending him waddling to the radio station.”
-Dave Lofstrom

“Seeing ‘dick-in-a-box’
performed live on the roof of
Colman.”
-Kari McGinnity

— Guest editorials may be
arranged by contacting the
editor in chief or the editorials
editor in advance of the publishing date.

